Phenomenological Studies presents his second number of the year, beginning with a discussion about “extraordinary” experiences and the stigmatization of their protagonists, related in the article named Contemporaneity and anomalous experiences: psychosocial dimensions of culturally frontier experiences, by Leonardo Breno Martins, Wellington Zangari & Gabriel Teixeira de Medeiros, a qualitative-phenomenological research with 46 people interviewed about their alleged contacts with aliens, such as 35 people that did not report such experiences, for comparison. In Freedom: Limits and Possibilities of Experience Psychological Clinic in Complexo da Maré, Roberto Novaes de Sá & Sheila Corrêa Silva presents a discussion about violence, liberty and clinic, in a community of the Maré Complex in Rio de Janeiro city.

Edmar Henrique Dairell & Maria Alves Toledo Bruns, in the research entitled To get on the heels: body building transvestite from the Merleau-Ponty’s perspective presents meanings of the process of body transformation, in three discourses of transvestites. In the research named Childhood obesity: understanding to better intervene, Luciana Gaudio Martins Frontzek, Luana Rodrigues Bernardes & Celina Maria Modena made a discussion about childhood obesity from the person who experiences, children and parents, to support effective interventions, in a survey conducted in Belo Horizonte with 10 families.

Daseinsanalysis and Psychotherapy in Brazil: An Integrative Literature Review, by Bruno Augusto da Costa, presents a review from the Brazilian journal “Revista de Daseinsanalyse”, with his theoretical influences, psychotherapy goals and the therapist’s attitudes. Abraham Maslow’s Humanistic Psychology: Reception and Circulation in Brazil, authored by Paulo Coelho Castelo Branco & Luísa Xavier de Brito Silva, presents Maslow’s biography, his project of Humanistic Psychology and the current status of his ideas in Brazil.

The article by Kamilly Souza Vale & Adelma Pimentel, Psychosocial Interventions Applied to Marital Conflict Situations, analyzes scientific productions that address the interventions in domestic violence situations carried out in primary health care service and psychosocial assistance. And Psychotherapy and Spirituality: from Gestalt therapy to contemporary research (Aline Ferreira Campos & Jorge Ponciano Ribeiro) investigates how the inclusion of spirituality can benefit the therapy process, bridging Gestalt Therapy with contemporary psychology research.

In sequence, two theoretical and philosophical reflexions: first, Peter Schmid And Radical Altery: Reapproaching the Dialogue between Rogers and Lévinas, by Iago Cavalcante Araújo & José Celio Freire, discusses Peter Schmid’s ethics, Levinasian radical alterity and Rogerian psychology. And after that, we have the paper entitled Aurel Kolnai’s phenomenology of disgust: contributions to the phenomenological clarification of emotions (Yuri Amaral de Paula & Tommy Akira Goto), which bring us with a discussion about a variety of investigations directed to the elucidation of affectivity and of particular affective experiences.

We finish this number with a translation, for portuguese, of the classic of Pierre Thévenaz, “Qu’est-ce que la Phénoménologie – Partie 1, La Phénoménologie de Husserl”, published in 1952.
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